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Artist Statement  
	 My work seeks to show my 3D skills in different styles from anime to realistic hard 

surface objects. In my early years I was inspired by Artists, but also Artifacts, Cultures and 

Mythological creatures. My goal is to create the best 3D models for weapons in any style in 

movies and video games. Books, TV shows and Video Games gave me a path to dream my 

imaginary world, but 3D Modeling has given people a path to connect to that world. 

 Hard surface has always inspired my work, because I like to 3D model weapons, warrior 

armor and vehicles, and traveling around Oregon has inspired me with it's beautiful environment. 

The blue water off Crater Lake inspires me to create a new world with new creatures. Oregon is 

filled with inspirational locations to visit from the Cascade Mountains, to the Pacific Ocean. In 

high school I took a class called Lewis & Clark where I learned about their journey through 

unexplored territory. Their journey inspired me to create a world where people can explore for 

months just like they did many years ago. Creating new stories, unseen creatures, new 

landscapes and new architecture, inspired by the history and rich Cultures of Oregon 

 I hope to create a 3D modeled world that will inspire the next generation of artist and 

gamers. To create fun and educational games for kids, and recreate that amazing first experience 

with video games.  



Thesis Proposal     

 My thesis project will be creating four character sheets and one 3d model that will be in 

my game. It will be a mobile game for kids and older people where they can play as the main 

character or the secondary characters. The game will be a third person action, open world game 

taking place in the year 2022. The character sheets will help me create my own 3d model of  

heroes, villains characters and weapons to go along with my game's future design document. The 

game will follow a clumsy robot named Eon, whose mission will be to free the city of Gloria 

from evil robots. Eon along with his newly discovered powers must fight the evil emperor 

Ecliptor before the shield generators/weapons become fully operational. The game will take 

place in the city and in some farmland. 

 Games over the years have continued to evolve as kids and adults continue to play new 

games every year from puzzle games to first-person shooters. In the early years, gamers would 

connect with the main character through storyline and the hero superpowers. Each game would 

amaze gamers with new mechanics and storyline. Growing up I played video games that were 

heavily centered around one main character like ratchet and clank and Halo. Creating a small 

game design document is something I always wanted to do because I want to push my ideas to 

game companies. Some old game elements can be brought back and improve with the advance of 

technology over the years. Nowadays game companies create games with different characters but 

don’t explore their backstory like battle royal games or Call of Duty.  Gamers often want to 1

connect with the character they play as and grow as the character sets on his journey. Creating a 
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game that brings back a great storyline and not just shooting other players will help my game 

standout. Fusing old games styles with current games will help my game to have a great storyline 

but will have fresh content every 6 months. One great example is the legend of Zelda because it 

has a great storyline and a great hero journey. Fortnite a current game brings fresh content by 

changing the map and offering challenges for players to complete every season. Triple-A 

companies spend millions of dollars but won’t create great games as they rush games or don’t 

meet expectations for fans. My game will explore a new world that has yet to be seen on the big 

screen. 

 My process will be to start the game design document and research my target audience 

for the game. I will research why kids and adults enjoy new games these days because this will 

allow me to get a better understanding of why new/old games are successful. Genre is really 

important because I want to know what type of games kids mostly play and what mechanics keep 

them playing the game everyday. Games often change with bigger maps or mechanics and I want 

my game to focus on both. My hard surface 3d modeling style, aims for a sci-fi style and present 

architecture buildings. The early level design I worked on has stayed within the realm of sci-fi 

with advanced turrets, robots and environments like spaceships and advanced science labs. The 

ability to create low and high poly assets helps my time frame run smooth and I can fill the 

environment with multiple game assets. Texturing assets and lighting will help set the mood for 

the game. A 3D environment will give the audience a glimpse of the game and what to expect 

when the game is finished and published. 

 My final project will be presented in a powerpoint showing all my character sheets with 

descriptions of my characters. The 3D model character will be rendered and texture in substance 



painter. I will upload my 3D model on Sketchfab so everyone can see it. Character turnarounds 

will be created for each character in the game from heroes to villains and side characters that will 

be in the game. Concept art for the environment will be created during the process to show where 

the game will take place. All characters turnarounds will be used to 3d model in Maya, and 3DS 

max. A high and low poly will be created for most of the characters and game assets. Uv 

unwrapping all low poly models will be important during the texturing process. Substance 

painter will be the program for texturing all low poly models and will bake my high poly with 

my low poly character to create a normal map. Unreal Engine 4 will be used to import all 3d 

models and set up the environment. In one week I will work on lighting to give the environment 

life and will add particle effects like smoke, dust or cable sparks. The final step will be to render 

a video of the scene in Unreal Engine 4. I will print my game design document and display it in a 

binder so everyone can view it. Printing an 11 x 17” renders of the 3D characters and 

environment will be another way to show the project. The prints will show poly counts of the 

characters, wireframes, textures and different views of the characters. The 3D model will be 

posed to show the character's personality. Rust and weapon will also be shown to show the 

character appearance and main weapon. 

 Keiji Inafune is a video game producer and illustrator that worked on the game Mega 

man in 1987.  All mega man games have influenced me in creating a game with their art style 2

and playable characters. Mega is a young blue humanoid character that young kids connect 

throughout the years.  I want my game to have lots of colors and not make it into an RPG game 3
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because I want my game to be cartoony. My target audience are young kids and others because a   

friendly robot will be able to connect with kids. Markus Persson is known for creating the 

sandbox video game Minecraft in 2011 and founding the company Mojang.  Minecraft is a fun 4

game where you can let your imagination run wild.  No game idea is bad as you can see 5

Minecraft is a simple game where you create buildings, tools and fight monsters. As the years 

pass, technology keeps improving and games start to add different mechanics. The game art style 

is cartoony because I want to show the basic color of materials like brick, wood, concrete, and 

metal. My character will have scars, scratches and basic color texture. Ratchet and Clank is 

another game that has influenced me because it was the first game I was introduced when I 

bought my first Playstation 2. The game was called Ratchet & Clank: Up Your Arsenal where 

Ratchet battled robots on his home-world.  Upgrading different weapons is a mechanic I want for 6

the game. Having power up ammo and shield will be another mechanic that will be in the game. 

The environment and textures in the game help inspire the creation of my world as well as the 

enemies in the game. Not relying on advance weapon is another idea I might include in my 

future game because not using advance weapon makes the game more challenging. For example 

using objects or weapons from earth will be fun to watch against blasters. 

 My style is Sci-fi when it comes to 3D modeling because I enjoy creating advanced 

weapons, vehicles, and characters. Hard surface is where my skills will be heavily used for 3d 
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modeling the characters since they will be robots. I will have a section on my website where I 

can show my 3d models. A series of images will be shown about the game environment and 

characters. A sketch fab section will have the main character where anyone can see the character 

texture and wireframe. The game design document will show that I can do more than just 3D 

model objects and texture. I want to show that I can put my ideas on a document for game 

companies to see and show them the direction I am trying to go with the game. 

 The title of my game will be Vakrian a robot game, a third person game exploring a new 

world called Gloria. The story will follow Eon's journey as he fights the forces off evil with his 

teammates from outer space. Vakrian will be a game for everyone to play from kids to adults. 

Mobile games are starting to take over the community because phones are something we always 

carry.  
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Thesis Abstract 
 Vakrian is a world I’m developing for a fun, loving, humorous, even ridiculous video 

game for kids from ages 13-25. The narrative so far, will be filled with funny Robots doing silly 

things like fighting with nunchucks and weapons that shoot random objects from their 

surroundings. Consider it a sort of Mario, MegaMan(hero qualities) meets Gundam and 

Transformers. Evil villains can shape shift their weapons to adjust to any environment when they 

are low on energy. They will shot random object like oranges, cakes ,toilet paper but basically 

anything they find at their opponents. Robots often play a limited role in video games because 

they are often seen as taking over the world like Terminators or replacing Humans. So, I wanted 

to create a simple funny game that helps the player empathize with robots. I want to give my 

robots truly Human traits, both good ones and Bad ones. For example, the original idea for my 

main character was for him to be a Planet Protector, Classic hero, who takes his job seriously and 

defeats the main villain.  But I thought it would be funnier, if he was kind of a slacker, second 

best or underdog like young Naruto who also starts off slow as a character but realizes he wants 

to become the strongest fighter to protect his friends. The main protagonist will be using Absurd 

ridiculous Weapons like nunchucks and a soda gun.  

 The game will focus on Eon, a graduate from the Deca Academy. He graduates with low 

scores in both combat and shooting skills. He’s always late to meetings, other robots consider 

him lazy and while they use blasters to take down enemies, Eon prefers martial arts weapons like 

nunchucks which he discovers when he clashes on planet Earth. 

 Eon’s best friend is Sparkie is A droid pet that he found in the junkyard while searching 

for mechanical parts, and sometimes needs to be picked up to feel safe, but likes to run around 

and explore new places. Over the years they became best friends and have gotten in trouble 

during Eon academy years. He can electrically shock opponents, preventing them from attacking 

him, and tries to keep Eon on task and helps complete missions. He often barks to alert Eon that 

something bad might happen or someone is coming. 

 The Main Villain is Ecliptor a former Deca commander who wants to rule the entire 

galaxy. He’s of course the newest model, powered by a proton core, but to show the futility of 

war, he decides to reject orders from his superiors because no one can match his strength and 



power. Soon he sets up a plan to destroy the factory that created him so that no other model can 

stop him. Ecliptor can shoot rocks from his cannons located on his shoulder, even though he's the 

new model he shoots fruits or any other types of objects near him. After seeing the ways things 

are run in the Deca Force, Ecliptor, frustrated, decides to leave and start his own army to rule the 

galaxy. His followers like Gammi also leave with him, establishing factories across the universe 

to create their robot fleets. 

 Gammi is one of those followers who is known for her use of cannons and powerful 

punches with fast speed. Once a loyal member of the Deca Force was manipulated by Ecliptor to 

join him on his quest to take over the universe. She’ll be one of the few characters that actually 

does his job well because she knows a lot about how the Deca force functions and secret 

locations. She is talented in making weapons, and she’ll sometimes use a sword that turns into a 

blaster. 

 The game takes place in a universe where robots are the police force and protect 

everyone that’s in trouble. The Deca force is at war with multiple groups and don’t have enough 

robots to defend every planet in the solar system. Eon was send to earth to protect humans from 

Ecliptor. 



Thesis Journal 
Progress is documented on my website under Vakrian,  

link: https://chrissanchez23.wixsite.com/chrissanchez 



Written Oral Presentation  

 My project is called Vakrian, a fun mobile game for everyone from kids to adults. It's 

changed, due to a number of different things Life has handed me, but from my proposal of a year 

ago, there are some good things about the change. The project has gone from creating a game 

design document with four 3D models, to creating character sheets with one 3D model for my 

final deliverables. My model of Eon, the main protagonist, will show my skills in 3D Modeling, 

and my character sheets will show the process that led to my final character decision about their 

appearance.  

 The reason for creating a video game about robots is because games like Mega Man, 

Power Rangers and Transformers inspired me to create one of my own. I noticed over time that 

not many games have a main character as a robot. Some games have humans fused with 

machines to become heroes. But a robot doesn’t have a backstory or origin, and this led me to 

create my own story about robots being good to the world. While growing up I watched tv shows 

like Power Rangers and saw the way they use Megazords to defeat evil villains. For them the 

Zords were always there to help Rangers beat the evil forces. From that moment I got inspired to 

create a game where robots would be the main protagonist of a game. I wonder how a universe 

would look if robots were police and protectors of the universe. To me, it would be exciting to 

create a story where robots are protectors. Playing video games as a child has always inspired me 

to pursue a career in video games because not only do I want to create great games but create my 

own world that I can share with the world.  



 Some robots are depicted as friendly with round shapes while other robots are depicted as 

big and evil. We can also see how the movie depicts robots with friendly body shapes and heroic 

qualities, like Astro Boy or Bay max. When I was introduced to the thesis project, I wanted to 

create a game that would show a robot's perspective, their view on the world, while on their 

adventures to planet Earth. Robots coming from outer space was an idea I thought about focusing 

on in my game. My project will focus on what makes a robot famous and why everyone likes a 

robot. How people react to a robots appearance, and if they want robots to be good or bad. A big 

question I would like to answer in my project is how video games are meant to show robots to 

the world. Some games show robots as evil and the first thing we do is shoot and destroy them. 

But heroes like Mega Man, Astro Boy show the good side of robots unlike robots in the 

Terminator movies.  

Overview  

Robots don’t get the credit they deserve for helping people around the world. Some are scared of 

robots because of their appearance, some people aren’t ready for robots to walk freely around the 

world or help us in any way. Game designers will often include robots in games as mere targets 

and this leads us to believe robots are bad. The good robots or droid pets can often help the main 

character's health or give a hint to solve a puzzle. Only a small list of robots are protagonists in 

videos while the rest are human characters. I believe a great storyline would help robots be main 

characters in any game. A robot's appearance can also affect how we view them. The height and 

size can sometimes distinguish the good from the bad while playing a game. Robots are 

becoming more realistic in video games as technology continues to improve, but that doesn’t 

mean we have to fear them. In some games robots cannot be seen in the game because they take 



the form of a human like in the Matrix or Terminator movies. For years people have had fears 

that robots might take over the world and it might be a reason why video games have robots 

being shot in the game. Some robots have human-like qualities while other robots have the 

qualities of Nature. A few games have shown robots as taking over the world, because they might 

be mistreated or reprogrammed to be evil. The idea that some robots have human qualities makes 

people believe that it’s acceptable. When playing a game a player will often run or hide from evil 

robots, like in Ratchet and Clank Arsenal when the player has low health. If a robot is small and 

friendly there is nothing to fear, like Clank, in Ratchet and Clank because he helps the hero 

through the journey and means no harm. Here, robots have a role in society, protecting people or 

supporting the main character. In Mega man or Astro Boy world, robots are created from 

research by smart scientist to combat the forces of evil. Robots can have personalities, and 

through games we can show them to be friendly to the world. Robots thinking on their own, 

autonomous, and allowed to decide what path to take just like us humans? Why not? 

Project Description  

 The original plan for the project was to create a 3D environment with all the main 

characters posing in it, but thinking about this robot freedom changed things. The character's 

appearance changed as well, because I wanted to make the game look more friendly with round 

shapes. I started the process of recreating my characters because their appearance was too dark 

and didn’t fit the vision I had for the game. The textures weren’t colorful. The original idea was 

for the main character to be a serious character with heroic qualities, but my project took a major 

change because I want to show the main character's personality, and show it through its' 

appearance. The pose of the character would help show the type of character he would be in the 



game. The main villain was too scary looking for a kids game and didn’t have any fun shapes. I 

decided to only focus on four characters in the game because those characters would play a 

major role. A boy was also going to be a main character in the original proposal, because I 

wanted to show humans and robots working together to fight evil, but Humans and robots 

fighting side by side would have interfered with the idea that robots could do things on their 

own. So I gave my robot a funny human personality, to recreate a new main character for my 

game. Now my project focused on the main character and his best friend because I wanted the 

game to show the main character's indifferent point of view about humans. Those ideas helped 

me recreate the characters. The main villain was always going to invade planet Earth, but the 

reason for invading changed. The elite four were supposed to be small bosses in each level, but 

instead the elite four turned into a side villain, who would try to stop your character from time to 

time while reaching the final level.  

 The idea of having shields and powers, but also using weapons from earth found in the 

junk yard was something I found to be interesting because it's the opposite of relying on 

advanced technology. The environment would also change and influence end game outcome. 

One thing that inspired me the most from the original proposal was the idea of playing both 

points of view. For example you can either play as the hero or the villain's point of view as you 

reach the ultimate goal to win the game. I believe the original proposal was the seed that helped 

influence the project into something new and better. My audience didn’t change, my purpose 

didn't change, just the characters appearance and game dynamics to meet the new vision and 

direction. I actually think the audience has increased since the original proposal. A cartoony 

game would be more fun to play, and more fun to create. A more memorable game might have a 



humorous and funny character with his best friend on his random and indifferent journey. 

Weapons from the junkyard being used against advanced weapons. From the seeds planted in the 

original project grew, Vakrian. It now feels rare and exciting because it brings with it a mystery. 

Just pronouncing the name is kind of a mystery! People might expect a mythological game, then 

surprised to find a robot game about war between robots fighting to either conquer the world, or 

save it from evil groups across the galaxy.  

 Vakrian is this game idea I started to brainstorm a year ago, and I am proud of the final 

result and the direction it’s going. It follows the story of our four characters named; Eon, 

Sparkie, Ecliptor and Gammi. In the game you will play the perspective of both the good side, 

and the bad side, to show kids that good and bad can be subjective. Eon is the main character in 

the game with his best friend Sparkie, and they fight the evil forces of the Ecliptor army. In the 

menu screen you can select any of the four characters to play. You can also choose to decide the 

character's Attitude, health, movement and weapons that they would use in battle. Eon is the 

main protagonist on the game. He graduated from the Deca Academy with low scores in both 

combat and shooting skills and he’s always late to meetings. Other robots consider him lazy and 

while most robots use blasters to take down enemies, Eon prefers traditional martial arts 

weapons like nunchucks, which he discovers when he clashes on planet Earth.  

 Eon’s best friend is Sparkie, a droid pet that he found in the junkyard while searching for 

mechanical parts.  He likes to run around and explore new places, and sometimes needs to be 

picked up to feel safe, which can hinder Eon's attack. Over the years Eon and Sparkie became 

best friends and have gotten in trouble during Eon's academy years. He can electrically shock 



opponents, preventing them from attacking him, and tries to keep Eon on task and completing his 

missions. He often barks to alert Eon that something bad might happen or someone is coming.  

The main villain is Ecliptor, a former Deca commander who wants to rule the entire galaxy! He’s 

of course the newest model, powered by a proton core. he decides to reject orders from his 

superiors because no one can match his strength and power. Soon he sets up a plan to destroy the 

factory that created him so that no other model can stop him. To show the futility of war, I made 

Ecliptor shoot rocks from his cannons located on his shoulder, even though he's the newer model, 

I thought it would be fun for him to shoot fruits or any other random objects. After seeing the 

way things are run in the Deca Force, Ecliptor, frustrated, decides to leave and start his own 

army to rule the galaxy. His followers like Gammi also leave with him, establishing factories 

across the universe to create their own robot fleets.  

 Gammi is one of those followers who is known for her use of cannons and powerful 

punches with fast speed. Once a loyal member of the Deca Force, was then manipulated by 

Ecliptor to join him on his quest to take over the universe. She’ll be one of the few characters 

that actually does their job well, because she knows a lot about how the Deca force functions and 

their secret locations. She is talented in making weapons, and she’ll sometimes use a sword that 

turns into a blaster. 

 Each character will have their own unique weapon and Attacks or Attitudes to use in the 

game. Eon for example has two different Attitudes and you can pick between Swagger and Rude. 

Swagger makes the character walk a funny way with less mobility and more health, while Rude 

gives Eon more mobility but less health (he may just ignore the mission). Eon has three different 

attacks Slash, Zap and Bash to fight enemies in the game. Eon's favorite weapon is nunchucks 



and depending on the attack you pick will decide if he uses Nunchucks or a Soda Gun. Sparkie 

has two different Attitudes; one is Hype where the robot pet will have enough energy to move 

fast. Rusty will affect the movement of the pet, where they'll be slow, but have more health. 

Slash for Sparkie means to use his mechanical claws against his opponents. Zap will allow his 

fin to zap opponents and prevent them from moving or paralyzing them completely. Bash is 

where Sparkie uses his head and tail to attack opponents. Ecliptor is the main villain in the game 

and you get to play his perspective view on the world. Ecliptor's Attitudes are Joyless and 

Heated. Joyless makes the character walk slow, while heated makes the character move fast but 

with less health. Slash for Ecliptor, is using his hand to take down opponents. Zap uses ground 

attacks to knock down opponents, and Bash uses his cannons to shoot objects towards their 

opponents. Gammi also uses two different Attitudes; one is Fo Real, which causes the character 

to be angry and increase the strength of her attacks, where Hasty means low health, but fast 

movement. Slashes allow her to use her sword against their opponents, Zap allows the character 

to shoot from her arm, while Bash punches her opponent with speed and accuracy.  

 After deciding the direction of my narrative and game play, I revised my characters to fit 

the style I was going for. I used Photoshop to create my conceptual illustrations. My first process 

was to create silhouettes for the four main characters that I'd choose to focus my story around. 

About ten silhouettes were created for each character to show a lot of variation and a fresh new 

appearance for each character. After the silhouettes I went into cleaning them up and adding 

small details. Once I was done, I picked my top three choices for each character. I would then 

add details to the top three choices to give them more character and match them with their 

personalities. I added textures to each of them, to show the tonal values of the character. After I 



pick the best choice that matched my character in description, I created the final appearance of 

the characters. Once finished, I started to 3D model the characters in a program called Maya. I 

used the final illustration to create the 3D model of my main character and then texture it in 

Substance Painter.  

Influences  

 The first game I ever played was on the Playstation 1 and it was Spyro. The game style, 

mechanics and storytelling fascinated me. The world gave me many challenges to complete 

while receiving a reward. During my middle school years I came across Minecraft. Everyone 

was talking about Minecraft. I tried the game and right away I found, that with basic blocks you 

can create anything. The environment had animals, water, trees and zombies to fight. The basic 

textures and character gave me the confidence that no game idea is bad. It was a game where the 

game developers gave you the tools to survive in the world. Minecraft and Ratchet and clank are 

some of the main reasons I pursue a career in game design.  

 I never got to play Mega Man growing up, until 2015 when they release Mega man x.   1

While playing the Mega Man, I realize the type of game I would like to make in the future.  All 2

the robots in the game inspire me to create my own world.  

 Keiji Inafune is a video game producer and illustrator that worked on the game Mega 

Man in 1987.  All Mega Man games have influenced me in creating a game with their art style 3
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and robots with powers. Mega is a young blue humanoid character that young kids have 

connected with throughout the years. I want my game to have lots of colors and not make it too 

realistic as I want to stay in the theme of the 1990 era.  

 Markus Persson is best known for creating the sandbox video game Minecraft in 2011 

and founding the company Mojang.  Minecraft is a fun game where you can let your imagination 4

run wild. Having the ability to create your own world with cubes and explore new areas was 

something that caught my attention when I first played Minecraft. I would spend hours playing 

the game because I would build homes and fight enemies, but it was Ratchet and Clank that 

inspired me to take a deeper look into robots, because the main character fights droids in the 

game called arsenal.  The weapons used in the game and his friend Clank helped me create my 5

own version of best-friends that go on missions to fight evil robots and save the world!  

The Project in Culture  

My next step would be to 3D model the other characters and create an environment to pose the 

characters. Not only will I create the characters, but I will also create props to fill the 

environment with multiple objects like trees and vehicles destroyed. I would then try to pitch the 

idea to game companies to see if they would be interested in making the game. I want the world 

to play the game because I believe it will be fun for everyone. If game companies aren’t 

interested, then crowd funding the project would be another option I would take. I would hire a 

team to help create a small demo to share with the world. Vakrian would be a great game for 
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everyone to play and I know kids will enjoy it. Another idea I had was for the game to be free 

and would make income from selling new characters and DLC packs. I can see this project 

fitting in with the idea that robots mean no harm to the world, they are only programmed to be 

good or bad. Some might think that video games are bad for kids but I want to create a game 

where kids can learn. 

 Learning from more than one perspective helps kids decide what path to take. Audiences 

want a game that’s fun and fresh to play while riding the bus or waiting to meet someone.  

 The project fits with my portfolio because I want to create hard surface 3D models and 

what I've done with Vakrian shows that. I also want to show that I can do more than 3D modeling 

because my drawings show that I can work traditionally as well. I am hoping employers notice 

my skills in 3D modeling and how I can turn concept art into a 3D model. Hard surface modeling 

is my main focus but organic modeling will also be included in my online portfolio in the next 

few months.  

Conclusion  

Vakrian is an idea I created because I wanted to share it with the world and show that a robot like 

Eon could be friendly. Vakrian isn’t about just fighting other robots but it's about how a robot 

would act if we chose its personalities. The game is meant to be funny and humorous so 

everyone can enjoy it with family and friends.  

	 I want to thank everyone for reading my thesis presentation. I'd like to thank my mentor 

Chuck Lukacs and Chair of the Design Arts Department, Martin French for the support during 

my time at the PNCA. I would also like to thank my parents for helping me on this journey to 

finish school and being the first in my family to graduate from college. For me it has been a 



crazy long journey. Coming from a school that closed not so long ago to now facing this 

pandemic that has caused classes to become online. If there’s one thing I could say to everyone at 

this school is to never give up, no matter how difficult the situation is. Keep moving forward 

because the finish line is just right around the corner.  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